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Deterreat or Pofe— Froatlers ia America* Democracy 

B. H. Liddell Hart. Praeger. 257 pp. $4.95. 

A leading military authority addresses himself to the problem 

of finding a replacement for the "fading deterrent" of nuclear 

arms. His analysis includes technical evaluations of small atomic 

weapons, gas, conventional forces, "amphibious flexibility" and, 

most notably, a thorough consideration of NATO and its po

tential as the best "non-suicidal form of defense" available to 

the West. 

Eugene J. McCarthy. World. 155 pp. $3.75. 

In his first volume of essays. Senator McCarthy reflects on the 

theoretical basis of democracy, the American attitude toward 

politicians, the condition of liberalism, the role of religion and 

morality in politics, the two-party system, and such issues of the 

day as foreign policy and civil liberties. 

Marxism: The View from America 

Clinton Rossiter. Harcourt, Brace. 338 pp. $6.75. 

In an "exposition, confrontation and criticism" of the Marxist 

idea, Professor Rossiter undertakes to explain why "this giant 

new theory of the nineteenth century—now the giant new re

ligion of the twentieth . . . never had a chance in America." 

The Future at History 

Robert L. Heilbroner. Harper. 217 pp. $4. 

In the belief that "an inability to see the future in an historic 

context" is at the root of our present anxiety, the author explores 

the forces of change in the evolution of the Western tradition 

in order to mark "the dynamic of contemporary history." 

NATO ia the I960 ' * 

Alastair Buchan. Praeger. 131 pp. $3. 

A former editor and correspondent, now Director of London's 

Institute for Strategic Studies, Mr. Buchan argues for a greater 

degree of diversification and interdependence among the NATO 

allies in the present decade. 

The End of Ideology 

Daniel Bell. The Free Press. 416.pp. $7.50. 

A disquisition on "the exhaustion of political ideas in the frfties," 

this boox by a prominent social scientist traces the demise of 

the various intellectual systems that have served as rallying 

points for American aspirations, and charts the direction of 

new attitudes that have arisen in their course. 
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